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Introduction
Digital Playground is a massive collection of pictures and videos featuring top brand name pornstars
like Jessie Jane, Teagen Presley, Shay Jordan and newcomer Stoya along with hundreds of other first
class sluts. It's exclusive DVD content that gets released here first, and if you're hungry for pornstars
instead of amateur whores it's a good place to find many of them. Unfortunately the site does not allow
downloads of any kind so the action can be watched online only but it can't be saved.

Adult Review
Digital Playground is a hybrid porn site. Many sites are 'monthly subscription' sites where you can watch and download all
the sex videos you want for one monthly membership fee. Others are Video On Demand sites where you pay per movie to
watch scenes from porn films. The D.P. site charges a monthly fee but does not allow downloading films, they are all
viewable online as streaming movies only... so it's sort of a video on demand and monthly subscription hybrid.
  
  The good news about Digital Playground is that they have a huge collection of nearly 1,000 porn movies waiting inside their
members area for you to enjoy. Even better news is that they are offering members of The Tongue a ten dollar discount on
adult movies by reducing the standard price to $19.95 if you buy it after clicking through to the site from this webpage!
  
  The downside to Digital Playground is that the highest resolution offered is 640x480, which is standard on many sites... but
for a site featuring the most glamorous starlets in the porn business it would have been nice to see them in true high-def
videos... especially since the movies can not be downloaded and saved as part of your personal collection.
  
  All in all, Digital Playground is a quality sex paysite, the interface is easy to use and the movies are only available on DVD
off line or through this official studio porn site. The site isn't perfect but it will definitely make you cum for as long as you
remain an active member!

Porn Summary
If name brand porn whores and a massive amount of porn movies are what your dick is in the mood for then Digital
Playground is a good choice. If downloadable content and high-def video are on your mind then there are other sites better
suited to serving your perverted needs.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Would be a great pornstar site if it allowed downloads'
Quality: 86  Updates: 92 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 85
Support: 82 Unique: 85    Taste: 84        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Discount Porn, Exclusive, Glamour, Hardcore, Lingerie, Massive, PornStars, Straight, VoD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: VoD DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 921
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